SOIL SURVEY GEOGRAPHIC (SSURGO) DATABASE FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE

Data Availability:
☐ State complete

Data Layer: SOIL SURVEY GEOGRAPHIC (SSURGO) DATABASE FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
Primary Layer Name: SOILSNH
Layer Content: SOIL UNIT DELINEATIONS
Data Structure: VECTOR
Layer Type: POLYGON
Source: NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE
Source Scale: 1:24,000/1:25,000
Source Media: VARIES
Automated By: VARIES
Coordinate Reference: NH State Plane Feet
Horizontal Datum: 1983
Tile: STATE
Status: COMPLETE
Last Revision: January, 2009
Available From: Complex Systems Research Center, UNH

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This data set is a mosaic of county digital soil surveys and generally is the most detailed level of soil geographic data developed by the National Cooperative Soil Survey. The information was prepared by digitizing maps, by compiling information onto a planimetric correct base and digitizing, or by revising digitized maps using remotely sensed and other information.

This data set consists of georeferenced digital map data and computerized attribute data. The map data include a detailed, field verified inventory of soils and miscellaneous areas that normally occur in a repeatable pattern on the landscape and that can be cartographically shown on the scale mapped. The descriptive attributes were populated from the National Soil Information System relational database using the NRCS Soil Data Viewer and default aggregation methods, which gives the proportionate extent of the component soils and their properties.

The county surveys may not be edge matched to adjacent SSURGO certified soil surveys.

* White Mountain National Forest not mapped by NRCS.